
Broker

CH

LeadMA

Follow

Meet 
somehow - 
conference, 

intro

Approves in 
principle

Collab

Approves in 
principle

Collab

Confirmation 
of placement

Existing CH 
joins 

marketplace
Provided with 
recommended 

capacity leads based 
on trading patterns / 
exposed appetites.

Broker knows who 
they would like to 

have as Lead capacity 
on the this.

All workflow is now in 
real- time and in 

platform.

Dashboard to 
represent all detail 

and data, workflow in 
one place and fully 

customisable for MA's 
internal processes

centralised version 
of truth.

MA has clear and 
defined auditable 
record between all 

parties and all actions 
-  can check UW has 
given appropriate 

consideration prior to 
underwriting

CH able to track status 
throughout

Full transparency 
availble to CH and 

treated as real 
partner - full 
visibility of 

placement process

CH answers 
questions

Claims receive 
and review 

prop

Claims

TPA is alerted that they are included on a 
binder and can confirm that they are able to 

handle

"Are you able to handle this, do you have 
capacity?"

This enables the customer benefit and claims 
handling is sped up.

System auto 
generates suggestive 

list based off past 
trading experience

This in turn will help 
more junior brokers

Broker can now 
choose a number of 
mediums to comms 

with follow

TPA

CH triggers 
stamp

TPA told that 
they are 
handling 

claims - access 
to policy 
wording

CH receives 
alert and 
updated 

status

e- Stamps

e- stamps

e- stamps

e- stamps

Confirmation 
of placement

Confirmation 
of placement

Confirmation 
of placement

Confirmation 
of placement

Option to 
include lead 
MA in collab

Approves in 
principle

Collab

Lead capacity 
placement

Lead capacity 
review

Follow capacity 
placement

Collab on prop Collab on relationships

1 required item
2 required item
3 required item
4 required item

Checklist

Activity

Actions

5 required item
6 required item

Idea Business plan

M edwards @ 
Aegis

S Smith @ 
Aegis

S  Williams @ 
Howden

M Michaels @ 
Coverholder

S Stone @ 
Coverholder

Assign to View history Set reminder

Your favourites (5)

Outside of your network (7)

Tag your proposition

Class

Territory

Marine

U.S

Canada

United Kingdom

France

Australia

Germany

Italy

New Zealand

Bahamas

Catastrophe

Property

Flood

Conduct

Cargo

Legal Expenses

Financial Institutions

Oversight

Actions Assign to View history Sign

Overdue

Completed

Actions required

Auto AutoDoc uploaded Manual Conf Auto

UW receives 
alert that 
wordings / 

Claims /  DUM 
etc are happy

Lead MA 
anlyses prop + 

sends

MA has a few 
final questions 

for CH

Lead approves 
in principle

Continue 
collab 

remotely

Continue 
collab 

remotely
CH accepts

Confirmation 
received and 
starts looking 

for lead

Selects lead Meet lead

Meet 
somehow - 
conference, 

intro

Find follow - 
select top 5 +

Follow Market
Broker triggers 

stamp
Confirmation 
of placement

Onboarding

The perception 
of sponsorship 
is perceived as 

antiquated

From a Broker 
perspective, there is 
value in sponsorship 

as provides early 
opportunity for a 

proposition

Its important for a new 
CH when entering the 
marketplace to have 

backing of a syndicate 
who is willing to engage 

them.

Is 
sponsorship 
required?

At what point 
does this stop 
and become 
relationship 

building?

Syndicates 
unwilling to 

sponsor unless 
there's a deal at 

the end of it

Product Collaboration
Ability to 

intelligently match 
propositions 

could work well 
but needs to be 
simple to use.

How to play to 
the worth of 

the broker, vs 
making them 

lazy

Puts a real focus on 
the value being 

added by the Broker 
with this type of 

solution available to 
Coverholders and 

MAs

Brokers can 
already do a 
good job of 
guiding the 

prop

Brokers 
should not be 
paid to wait 
in a queue

Comms 
options could 

include phone, 
DM, email, 
video call

Currently done 
word of mouth, 

this would 
provide a central 

means of 
collaborating

Has potential 
to positively 

impact 
productivity as 

saves time

Option to integrate 
with systems like 

this as well as option 
to use platform 

would be beneficial

This would be 
helpful, but needs 
to be real time as 
appetite changes 

all of the time

Could use 
to create a 

digital 
market list.

Requires the 
MAs to keep this 

up to date - in 
their interest to 

do so.

Taster document 
(short form 
proposition) 

would be a good 
idea to attract 
initial interest

Same doc 
collaboration 

is useful, 
anything that 

saves time

Setting out 
requirements upfront 

adds value to the 
process as allows 
Coverholders and 

Brokers to commence 
earlier, saves time.

The industry 
would gain 

from tripartite 
concurrent 

working
Sharing 

information is 
a key part of 
solving the 

problem
Sharing information 

with multiple 
syndicates is a 

challenge. They all 
want different 

things

Love the 
collaboration 
part, it would 

help in 
placement

"If we're mo���g to a wo��d w�e�� we're no� wo���n� 
f�o� Lon��� as mu��, t�i� mo��� is a go�� me��� 
of en����n� �ex����it� an� e�c����y"

"Use� Ex�e���n�e is a ma���v� 
pa�� of ho� su���s���l so���h��� 
li�� t�i� wi�� be����"

"It s�o��d ha�� an AP� ca����gu� an� 
we� ho��� t�a� su���r�� ex���n�� 
co���c���it� an� da�� ex���n���g"

"AP�s to da�� s�o��s d�i��s t�e ex����en�� in a si��l� la���"

"D��, P��, Con���c� Bu�l��� - al� ad� va��� bu� t�e� 
ne�� to be jo���� up to ge� t�e da�� in�� on� p�a�� to 
re���y ge� us w�e�� we ne�� to ge� to"

"If we're b�i�g��� a ne� 
s��te� in�� p�a�, ha� to be a 
si��l� on� t�a� re����s t�e 
ne�� to us� mu���p�� ot���s. 
Can��� be ju�� an����r 
s��te� to ad� in�� t�e mi�!"

Compliance is super simple - all you  have 
to do is drag & drop relevant docs, fill in 

appropriate details once.

Docs that require renewals, no need to 
worry - reminders in place.

Our assurance analytics assess the docs 
and provides Lloyd's compliance team 
with an assessment rating  - assurity.

Once approved you are now a Lloyd's 
approved CH, the system will monitor 

you real time.

Gone are the days of annual due 
diligence - everything is real time.

Contracting is now super easy.

Sign up once to terms of market and this 
allows you to transact with all syndicates 

in market.

No more binders.

Initial contact Build & collaborate 
on proposition

Now all workflow 
easily happens in app

Notifications, the 
Room Calendar

Can collaborate in 
different methods - 
chooses to meet in 

lounge

All details and context 
available realtime with 

all parties able to 
collab and contribute

CH notified and is able 
to input easily

Opportunity for 
Lloyd's to set a 
standard and 
stop providing 

approval

If the syndicate 
is happy enough 

to invest, do 
Lloyd's need to 
have approval?

Once signed 
off, sharing 
with Lloyd's 
then brings 
duplication

What is the 
base level 

Lloyd's 
need?

Binding & Placing

Option for 
workflow to 

obtain capacity 
approvals has 

good potential for 
improvement

Follows raising 
queries with Leads 
has potential but 

can't be allowed to 
become 

underwriting by 
committee

Differences 
between Lead and 
Follows should be 
an exception not 

the norm.

To make this 
work, Lloyd's 

need to take a 
stronger position 

and mandate 
some uniformity

Oversight

Opportunity 
for Lloyd's 
to lead on 

this activity

Anyting we can do 
to automate the 

regulatory activity 
that Lloyd's 

impose on us a 
fantastic thing

Separate 
Lloyd's market 

level base 
checks from 
UW checks

Sharing data - in one 
place has lots of 

potential for 
streamlining the 
compliance and 

audit activity that 
takes place in DA

Ability to use 
automation to check 

adhereance to 
standards, both 
onboarding and 

ongoing would save 
lots of effort and time

Language 
could be a 
barrier to 

centralising 
audit activity

There is a Lloyd's 
audit system, but 
everybody works 

form email as its a 
silo

Using automation to 
compare/ check/ 

chase and flag 
changes or overdue 
by exception has the 

potential to save 
weeks per case

This should be 
automated as 

much as 
possible - how 
far can this go?

Flagging by 
exception will 

save a lot of effort 
to MA, Brokers 

and Coverholders.

The checks 
required to 

establish regs 
compliance 

should be exactly 
the same for all.

Ongoing Compliance 
Oversight was a good 

idea but seems to have 
fizzled out when it 

came back to Lloyd's to 
take the lead and 

mandate.

Lloyd's need to step 
up and confirm 

what information 
should be used as 

the minimum 
standard for 
Compliance

Ongoing capacity

Is there a means 
of separating 

contract duration 
from commission 

review 
timeframes?

Renewal date 
is useful for 
the harder 
negotiation 
discussions

If performance 
information is close 
to real time, is this 
needed as a means 

of nudging 
Underwriter 
behaviour?

Being used as 
a means of 
continuous 

performance

Currently 12 month 
contract provides a 
means of ensuring 
that Underwriters 
are forced to re- 

assess performance 
and re- commit

Every now and then it it 
is the right thing to do 
to refresh to contract - 

easier to do for Sole 
but becomes more 

complicated for 
Lead/Follow

Possibility for ongoing 
capacity type 

arrangements would 
work well for some 

current binders but not 
necessarily a solution 

for all Multi- year binders 
are constrained 
by inability form 

Lloyd's to support 
change to 

contract year end.

12 mnth 
forces good 
behaviour 
from UW

Real- time interaction 
and collab between all 

parties enabling 
quicker placement of 

capacity

SPEED and removes 
duplication and 

inefficiencies

Placement is now 
digital, speed, 

efficiency, no more 
wet stamps.

All detail digitised, 
auditable, traceable

Rating

Measure with 
sanctions 

should include 
things like 

data quality
Lloyd's need to 
take a stronger 

position of 
what good 
looks like.

Reward good 
behaviour - 

penalise lack 
of consistency

Claims 
should be as 

important 
as UW

Objective rating 
useful - subjective 
rating could effect 

CH with not as much 
opportunity to 

prove themselves

A useful means of 
supporting making 
the case to bring 
TPAs onto panel. 
Raising the bar to 

support the 
proposition.

This is a great 
idea for 

supporting 
TPA selection Continued 

rating unlikely 
to replace the 

U/W 
conversations

There's a 
difference in 

rating to join and 
using rating for 

ongoing 
relationship

Opportunity to use to 
support a more forward 

thinking approach to 
supporting newer entrants, 

those with debt but 
confidence is high on good 

return

An element 
that generally 
results in non- 

entry is 
financials

Be cautious 
about putting 

anything related 
to profitability in 

a rating

rating to get 
in market - 

could be 
really useful

Claims handling 
not being good 

enough - big 
reason for 

losing business

Objective rating is a 
good idea, but it’s 

difficult when 
somebody is a 

smaller player, they 
don’t have enough 
transactional data.

Universal rating system for 
TPA’s, so syndicates can 
only accept TPAs with 4 

and above rating, it gives 
the opportunity to choose 
TPA who’s most suitable.

The main focus 
shouldn’t be on 

reputation, the most 
important is the 
service that has 
been delivered.

Claims Handling

Supports early 
engagement with 

TPA and bring 
them into the 

discussion before 
binder is signed

Ability to engage 
TPA at point of 

binding, not when 
ready to sign 

would add a lot of 
value

Claims 
quality 

data

Connect 
UW with 
claims

Remove 
complaints 

with this 
too

Claim referral 
payment delays - 

how can visibility of 
information, 

timeliness in one 
place assist with 

this? Basic mechanics 
of improving 

visibility of status 
and timeline will 

add value

Notifications of Claim 
status form platform could 

bring time savings and 
improve the Customer 
experience and anxiety 

during the claim journey

Binding & 
Placing

Ongoing 
Capacity

Oversight

Rating

Claims 
Handling

Funding

Onboarding

Product 
Collaboration

Streamline onboarding so that it 
takes days rather than 6-12 months

Use digital tools connect & 
collaborate on bringing new 
propositions to market

Streamline methods of obtaining 
capacity for a proposition, covering 
both sole funded and lead/follow

Provide capacity on an ongoing 
basis and streamline how capacity 
is reduced or removed

Use data and digital tools to automate 
checks where possible, reduce/remove 
duplication and manage by exception

Use rating/scores for each DA party to 
drive decision making on propositions, 
capacity and  compliance checks

Connect Proposition, Policy and Claims 
data so stakeholders have better and 
quicker access to the information

Manage the movement and 
reconciliation of funds used for capacity, 
premium income and claims payments

digital DA Marketplace

Re- imagining DA

Echoes of Lloyd's 
Bridge initiative to 

connect 
Coverholders and 

Underwriters

Don't 
underestimate 
the value of the 
Broker in this 
relationship.

Should support 
both options to 

ensure right 
outcome each 

time.

Opens up the 
opportunity 

for task/value 
driven 

Brokerage

Using as an online 
directory breaks 

down barriers that 
may exist, especially 

for newer 
Coverholders

Provides an 
opportunity to 

challenge why this 
needs to go to 

Lloyd's for 
approval

Allows innovative approach 
to checking entities. Maybe 

those with less trading 
history are checked more 
frequently in recognition 

that they do not have 
everything we'd normally 

ask of a Coverholder?

Reframe onboarding 
to be a means of 
quickly deciding 

whether its a Yes or 
a No for an entity.

Separating 
entity checks 
from product 

and 
endorsement

Recognise that this is 
an iterative activity that 
takes place over time. 

Need a minimum 
standard from MAs as 
to what needs to be 

provided at each stage.

This is key to enabling a 
'one and done' model 
where join once and 

contacted to engage with 
all capacity providers form 
this point onwards, subject 

to proposition detail.

Make it right and 
trustworthy and 

MAs won't need to 
repeatedly or 

individually ask for 
this information.

Proposition precis is 
a good idea, a non- 
binding means of 

gauging interest and 
starting the 

relationship with a 
Lead

Broker viewpoint - This 
aligns with what some of 

the bigger Broker 
companies are doing now 

to qualify propositions 
before spending time to 

take to market

Early identification 
of the value of the 
initial proposal is a 

smart way of 
qualifying without a 

lot of time/effort 
investment

Annual renewal is a 
concept that doesn't 
align with what we 

are asking of 
Coverholders to join 

and participate in 
the market

Split views on whether 
Co- lead is necessary 
with this capability in 

place. Optionality 
needed and revisit to 
see where adoption is 

occurring most

Co- lead gives 
Coverholders best 

opportunity to 
gain investment 

but it is a massive 
pain to do

Links to 
rewarding the 
Lead for their 

efforts for this.

If intending on 
retaining Lineslip, 
needs data quality 
to be understood 

and visibility to 
those who need to 

see it

For standard 
Coverholder props - 

Lead>Follow via 
workflow is a 
massive step 

forwards to where 
we are today

Maybe using 
workflow to 

generate a referral 
rather than commit 
automatically is a 
means of creating 

trust in this?

Could work with 
really strict 

parameters but 
trust would need 
to be built for this 

to take off

Moving to a 
model whereby 

Follows just 
follow is spot on

Ability to offer 
tooling and also 

connect with 
parties that have 
own it important

Product Simplification viewpoint 
- standardising proposition 

where possible, simplifying the 
product included means we'll get 
to an answer on viability quicker. 
Helps all parties in the chain in 
the long run, particularly the 

Coverholders.

What is the 
benefit awarded 
to the Lead for 

doing this work?

Auto- follow 
feels like a 

brave move in 
today's world

TPA viewpoint - 
options to amend 

without full re- 
contracting is a big 
welcome relief and 

save a lot of 
administration. 57m

59m
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